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Abstract

Most of the existing deep reinforcement learning (RL) approaches for session-1

based recommendations either rely on costly online interactions with real users,2

or rely on potentially biased rule-based or data-driven user-behavior models for3

learning. In this work, we instead focus on learning recommendation policies in4

the pure batch or offline setting, i.e. learning policies solely from offline historical5

interaction logs or batch data generated from an unknown and sub-optimal behavior6

policy, without further access to data from the real-world or user-behavior models.7

We propose BCD4Rec: Batch-Constrained Distributional RL for Session-based8

Recommendations. BCD4Rec builds upon the recent advances in batch (offline) RL9

and distributional RL to learn from offline logs while dealing with the intrinsically10

stochastic nature of rewards from the users due to varied latent interest preferences11

(environments). We demonstrate that BCD4Rec significantly improves upon the12

behavior policy as well as strong RL and non-RL baselines in the batch setting13

in terms of standard performance metrics like Click Through Rates or Buy Rates.14

Other useful properties of BCD4Rec include: i. recommending items from the15

correct latent categories indicating better value estimates despite large action space16

(of the order of number of items), and ii. overcoming popularity bias in clicked or17

bought items typically present in the offline logs.18

1 Introduction19

Approaches for Session-based Recommendation (SR) aim to dynamically recommend items to a user20

based on the sequence of ongoing interactions (e.g. item clicks) in a session. Several existing deep21

learning (DL) approaches for SR are designed to maximize the immediate (short-term) reward for22

recommendations, e.g. [14, 26, 40]. More recently, deep reinforcement learning (DRL) approaches23

have been proposed that maximize the expected long-term cumulative reward by looking beyond24

the immediate user recommendation, e.g. [5, 2, 43]. Such approaches can, for instance, optimize25

recommendations for long-term user engagement instead of maintaining a myopic objective of26

optimizing the immediate user recommendation.27

Model-free RL approaches for SR, e.g. [45, 44, 43] rely on large-scale data collection by interacting28

with a population of users [5]. These interactions can be potentially costly as the initial recommen-29

dations from an untrained RL agent may leave a poor impression on users, and can lead to churn.30

On the other hand, model-based RL approaches, e.g. [5, 2, 42], rely on learning user-feedback31
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simulation models that probe for rewards in previously unexplored regions of the state and action32

space. These approaches are sample-efficient in comparison to model-free approaches but have to33

rely on user-behavior model approximation from inherently biased logs [2, 41].34

An alternative to the aforementioned approaches is learning an RL-based recommendation agent35

solely from historical logs obtained from a different sub-optimal recommendation policy. Once a36

batch of data from potentially sub-optimal policies is gathered, an RL agent can be learned from37

this fixed dataset overcoming the need for further feedback from the costly real-world interactions,38

or the need for often biased data-driven user-behavior models. Data can be collected by deploying39

less costly, easy-to-train, and fast-to-deploy heuristics- or rule-driven sub-optimal behavior policies,40

e.g. those based on k-nearest-neighbors [18, 11], and then further used to improve upon the behavior41

policies. Recently, several DRL approaches have been proposed for such a Batch RL (a.k.a. Offline42

RL) setting where the agent is trained from a batch of data without access to further interactions, e.g.43

[10, 9, 21, 23].44

In this work, we study some of the SR-specific challenges in model-free batch RL approaches, and45

propose ways to mitigate them. For instance, logs from sub-optimal policies have rewards for only a46

sparse set of state-action pairs, while is known to cause overestimation bias or errors in Q-learning47

[10, 9]. This bias can be particularly severe in the SR setting where the action space can be very48

large (of the order of the number of items in the catalog, e.g. 1000s). Furthermore, each user49

acts as a different version of the environment for the RL agent, lending intrinsic stochasticity to the50

environment [4]. This stochasticity is even more apparent in the SR setting, where no past information51

or demographic details of the user (environment) are available. The effects of this stochasticity are52

amplified in the batch RL setting, where logs from sub-optimal policies are biased [41, 2], and do53

not depict the true user behavior characteristics. For these reasons, robust estimation of the reward54

distribution from the environment (user) can be challenging in the batch learning scenario. Addressing55

these challenges in the batch learning setup for SR, we propose Batch-Constrained Distributional RL56

for Session-based Recommendations, or BCD4Rec.57

The key contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:58

1. Inline with recent results from other domains [9, 21], we first observe that the standard off-policy59

Q-learning approaches such as Deep Q-Networks (DQN) suffer in the batch RL setting for SR as well.60

In most cases, deep Q-learning using Deep Q Networks (DQN, [28, 37]) and other state-of-the-art61

non-RL approaches fail to improve upon the behavior policy from which the batch data was generated62

in the first place. We observe that these approaches can, at best, mimic the behavior policy.63

2. We propose BCD4Rec: an approach for SR that is suited for the batch-constrained deep RL setup.64

We adapt and build-upon the recent advancements in Batch RL [10, 9] and Distributional RL [4, 8]65

(detailed in Section 3), and extend them for large state and action spaces frequently encountered in66

SR by using state and action embeddings.67

3. Through empirical evaluation on a real-world and a simulated dataset, we demonstrate that68

BCD4Rec can significantly improve upon the performance of the behavior policy as well as other69

strong RL and non-RL baselines. BCD4Rec further depicts several desirable properties: i. reducing70

overestimation error as measured by its ability to suggest meaningful items from the correct latent71

categories, and ii. overcoming the bias in the offline logs and recommending relevant items with72

reduced popularity bias.73

2 Related Work74

In recent years, heuristics-driven nearest neighbor-based approaches (e.g. [18, 27, 11]) as well as75

several deep learning approaches based on recurrent neural networks (RNNs) (e.g. [14]), graph76

neural networks (e.g. [40, 13]), attention networks (e.g. [26]), etc. have been proposed for SR. The77

DL approaches provide state-of-the-art performance in next-step interaction prediction task but are78

myopic in their recommendations and do not take longer-term goals into account. Several RL-based79

approaches based on MDPs [32], factored MDPs [36], and approximate deep RL [43, 42, 44] have80

been proposed for SR. These methods aim to optimize the long-term cumulative reward from users81

instead of next-step prediction tasks. However, these methods have been primarily proposed for82

online RL settings, and require costly experience collection by interacting with a population of users.83

As we show empirically, vanilla deep Q-learning methods, as used in the above approaches, struggle84

in the batch RL settings.85
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Several approaches for batch RL have been proposed to explore data-efficient RL approaches in86

absence of access to the real environment, e.g. [34, 10, 9, 19, 21, 23, 1]. A promising approach to87

avoid overestimation error is to estimate (mimic) the unknown behavior policy, and use it to guide88

and constrain the action space of the RL agent [21, 10, 9]. Very recently, these ideas have been used89

in deep Q-learning based batch RL for recommender systems in Generator Constrained Q-Learning90

(GCQ) [38]. However, they explicitly leverage the user information which is not available in the91

SR setup considered in this work. Our work can be seen as an extension of GCQ to the SR setup.92

Moreover, GCQ considers constraining the action space of the RL agent by using item-frequency93

based approach. As we show in this work, frequency-based approaches are prone to popularity bias94

[41], and can struggle to recommend relevant long-tail items. Furthermore, having access to user95

history, GCQ does not address the stochastic nature of user-behavior which can be critical in the SR96

setting. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to demonstrate the advantage of using97

distributional RL [8, 4] in the SR setting.98

Many algorithms for off-policy evaluation from logged bandit feedback that utilize ideas from impor-99

tance sampling, inverse propensity scoring, and counterfactual risk minimization have been proposed100

[24, 35]. However, these approaches have not been considered for session-based recommendations101

which involve large action spaces and sequential decision-making. In this work, we look at the batch102

learning problem for session-based recommendations within the RL setup.103

3 BCD4Rec104

Consider a Markov Decision Process (MDP) [33] defined by the tuple of five elements (S,A, P,R, γ),105

where S is the state space, A is the action space, P (s′|s, a) is the transition probability from state s106

to s′, R(s, a) is the random variable reward function, γ ∈ (0, 1) is the discount factor, s, s′ ∈ S and107

a ∈ A. Given a policy π, the value function for the agent following the policy is given by the expected108

return of the agentQπ(s, a) := E [Zπ(s, a)] = Eπ [
∑∞
t=0 γ

tR(st, at)] , where st ∼ P (·|st−1, at−1),109

at ∼ π(·|st), s0 = s, a0 = a.110

The recommender agent (RA) in the SR setting interacts with a user (environment) by sequentially111

choosing the impression list of items (or the slate) to be recommended over a sequence of time112

steps, so as to maximize its cumulative reward while receiving feedback from the user. The state113

s = {s1, s2, . . . , sL} ∈ S corresponds to the browsing history of the user consisting of the most114

recent L interactions in the current session. An action a = {a1, a2, . . . , al} ∈ A corresponds to a115

slate or impression list of l items chosen by the agent as a recommendation to the user based on116

the current state s, from a set I of currently available items not clicked by the user previously. The117

transition probability P (s′|s, a) from the current state s to the next state s′ depends on the response118

of the user to the action a taken by the RA in state s. The immediate reward r given state s and action119

a is determined by the response of the user, e.g. a click on an item results in r = 1 while a skip120

results in r = 0. The goal of training the RA is to obtain a policy π(s, I) that chooses an action a (an121

impression list of items) from the set I given the current state s such that the long-term expected122

reward (e.g. number of buys) is maximized.123

We consider the scenario where a single item1 it ∈ I is recommended to the user at time t, and the124

response/choice of the user ct is available to the RA, where the choice is made from a pre-defined125

set of user-choices such as click, skip, etc. The immediate reward rt depends on the choice ct. In126

addition, we consider a “target choice”, maximizing the frequency of which maximizes the returns, e.g.127

click-through rate. For example, if target choice is click, then rewards of 0 for skip, 1 for click can be128

considered. Here, skip is considered as a negative interaction whereas click is considered as a positive129

interaction. A session till time t can thus be represented as St = {(i1, c1, r1), . . . , (it, ct, rt)}. For130

computational reasons, the last L positive (non-skip) interactions in a session are used to determine131

the current state of the agent.132

3.1 State and Action Embeddings133

Typically, the item-catalog size |I| is large (of the order of thousands, or even millions) resulting in134

an extremely large action space for the RA. Furthermore, the state space consisting of sequence of135

item interactions grows combinatorially in |I|. We represent items as trainable vectors or embeddings136

1This can be extended and generalized to multiple items in a slate [17, 5].
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in a dense d-dimensional space such that the embeddings of all the items constitute a lookup matrix137

I ∈ R|I|×d, where the j-th row of I corresponds to item ij represented as ij ∈ Rd (j = 1 . . . |I|).138

Any action a ∈ A corresponds to an item, therefore, the action embedding a ∈ Rd. In practice, we139

find that initializing the item embeddings, i.e. the matrix I via pre-training a supervised model for140

next item prediction to be very useful (refer Section 4). The previously clicked or interacted items in141

a session are used to predict the next item using Session-based Recommendation with Graph Neural142

Networks (SRGNN) [40]. The item embedding matrix after training SRGNN is used to initialize I.143

Other alternatives include a simple word2vec-like approach [12, 43] where items are analogous to144

words.145

The state s = {s1, s2, . . . , sL} of the agent is obtained from the sequence of L most recent non-skip146

interactions2 (e.g. clicked items) in a session St. The corresponding state embedding s is obtained147

from the item embedding vectors sk ∈ I (k = 1 . . . L) via a bi-directional gated recurrent units148

(BiGRU) network [6] with parameters θ to obtain the state embedding s = WhL + b, where149

hL = BiGRU(s1, . . . , sL;θ) is the final hidden state of BiGRU, and W ∈ Rd×d and b ∈ Rd are150

the parameters of the final linear layer. These are eventually used to get the value estimates, as151

detailed later in Section 3.3.152

3.2 Constraining the Action Space153

The standard off-policy DRL algorithms like Double Q-learning (hereafter, referred to as DQN)154

[37] assume further interactions with the current policy while training with a history of experiences155

generated by previous iterations of the policy. In other words, the initial batch data B obtained from a156

behavior policy can be subsequently updated by gathering more experience by interacting with the157

environment or a model of the environment. In contrast, batch RL setup additionally assumes that the158

data set B is fixed, and no further interactions with the environment are allowed while training. Due to159

this fixed and limited batch data B, batch RL is not guaranteed to converge. When selecting an action160

a, such that (s, a, s′) is distant from data contained in the batch B, the estimate Qθ′(s′, a′) (from161

the target network with parameters θ′ in Double DQN [37]) may be arbitrarily erroneous, affecting162

the learning process. This overestimation bias [10] resulting from a mismatch in the distribution163

of data induced by the current policy versus the distribution of data contained in B implies slower164

convergence of learning due to difficulty in learning a value function for a policy which selects actions165

not contained in the batch.166

To avoid the overestimation bias, we constrain the action-space of the agent for a state s such167

that it only chooses actions that are likely under the unknown behavior policy πb from which B is168

generated, as used in discrete batch-constrained Q-learning (BCQ) [9]. The action for the next state169

is selected under the guidance of a state-conditioned generative modelM that approximates the170

policy πb such that the probability pM(a|s) ≈ πb(a|s). Such a behavior cloning neural network is171

trained in a supervised learning fashion with a cross-entropy loss to solve the |I|-way classification172

task, Lω(s, a) = −log(pM(a|s)), over all pairs (s, a) taken from tuples (s, a, r, s′) ∈ B, where173

pM(a|s;ω) = exp(sT a)∑
i∈I exp(sT i)

, ω being the parameters of the neural network. The action space of the174

agent (recommendable items) is restricted to those actions that satisfy pM(a′|s′) > β, β ∈ [0, 1), as175

detailed in next subsection.176

The training ofM is equivalent to training a deep neural network for SR in a supervised manner, e.g.177

[26, 40], where the goal is to predict the next interaction item for a user given past interactions. The178

only difference is that while trainingM, the interactions not only correspond to the positive feedback179

items but also the skipped items, or items with any response type for that matter. In this work, we180

choose SRGNN [40] (a state-of-the-art graph neural networks based approach for SR) as the neural181

network architecture forM.182

3.3 Distributional RL Agent183

It has been recently shown that, in practice, better policies can be learned by estimating the value184

distribution Zπ instead of estimating just the expectation of the value Qπ [30, 4, 8], especially185

when the environment is stochastic. Learning the value distribution matters in the presence of186

approximations which are common in deep RL approaches (e.g. neural networks as value function187

2As in other approaches [17, 5, 2], we update the state of the agent only when the action is a non-skip action.
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approximators) [4]. This can be particularly important in the case of SR where the environment188

is highly stochastic given the variety of users with varying interests and behaviors (refer Section189

4.1). BCD4Rec is, therefore, trained in a distributional RL fashion using Implicit Quantile Networks190

(IQN) [7], where K samples from a base distribution, e.g. τ ∼ U([0, 1]) are reparameterized to K191

quantile values of a target distribution. The estimation of action-value for τ -quantile is given by192

Qτθ(s, a) = sTτ a, where sτ = s� φ(τ) (� is Hadamard product) for some differentiable function φ193

with φ : [0, 1]→ Rd computing the embedding for the quantile τ . Note that this form of the value194

function allows us to efficiently compute the values for all actions (items) in parallel via multiplication195

of the the item-embedding lookup matrix I and the vector sτ , i.e. using Isτ , indicating the importance196

of considering latent state and action spaces to handle high dimensional setting like SR. The j-th197

dimension of φ(τ) is computed as: φj(τ) := ReLU(
∑n−1
i=0 cos(πiτ)wij + bj) where wij and bj for198

i = 0, . . . , n− 1 and j = 0, . . . , d− 1 are trainable parameters.199

The final loss for training BCD4Rec is computed over all K2 pairs of quantiles based on K estimates200

each from the current network with parameters θ and the target network with parameters θ′, and by201

usingM to constrain the action space as follows:202

LBCD(θ) =
1

K2
Es,a,r,s′

[∑
τ

∑
τ ′

lτ

(
r + γQτ

′

θ′(s′, a′)−Qτθ(s, a)
)]

,

a′ = arg max
a′|pM(a′|s′)>β

1

K

∑
τ

Qτθ(s′, a′),

(1)

where, τ and τ ′ are sampled from uniform distribution U([0, 1]), lτ is the quantile Huber loss203

lτ (δ) = |τ − I(δ < 0)|Lκ(δ) with Huber loss [15] Lκ: Lκ(δ) = 0.5δ2 if δ ≤ κ, and κ(|δ| − 0.5κ)204

otherwise. An estimate of the value can be recovered through the mean over the quantiles, and the205

policy π is defined by greedy selection over this value: π(s) = arg maxa
1
K

∑
τ Q

τ
θ(s, a). Refer206

Appendix A for a summary of the training procedure for BCD4Rec.207

4 Experimental Evaluation208

We evaluate our approach on two domains: Diginetica (DN) is a real-world offline dataset from209

CIKM Cup 2016 data challenge. We pre-process the data in the same manner as in [40]. It contains210

six months of user interaction logs. The details related to the items clicked, bought, and skipped211

in each session are available. We use the first 60 days of data to train a user-behavior simulation212

environment that we use as a proxy for online testing, and the next two disjoint sets of 30 day data213

each to i. train the recommender agents, and ii. test the policies in the offline setting. During training,214

rewards considered for different action types are skip:0, click:1, buy:5. RecSim [16, 17] is a recently215

proposed simulation environment for testing RL agents for SR. We consider batch learning on data216

obtained from three behavioral policies (and refer to these as RecSim-x, x=1,2,3) with different click217

through rates (CTR) obtained from checkpoints at different iterations while training an IQN agent in218

online setting using the simulator.219

Baselines Considered We consider several non-RL and RL baselines: i. Heuristic-based ap-220

proaches: MostPop, SKNN [18] and STAN [11] are popular baselines that recommend items in221

decreasing order of their popularity (MostPop), or based on nearest neighbors defined in terms of222

similarity of on-going session to sessions in historical logs (SKNN and STAN). ii. Supervised223

Deep Neural Networks: We consider two state-of-the-art SR approaches using supervised learning,224

namely, GRU [14] and SRGNN [40] to predict the next positive interaction. iii. Deep RL agents:225

We consider double Q-learning [37] DQN and its extension BCQ [9] that uses batch-constraining226

(BC). In distributional RL methods, we consider QRDQN [8], its batch-constrained version QRBCQ,227

and IQN [7]. Buy Rate (BR) and Click Through Rate (CTR) are the chosen performance metrics228

for online evaluation of agents in RecSim and DN, respectively. Coverage@3 (C@3) is used as229

additional metric to study the diversity of the recommendations made. Refer Appendix A, B, C,230

and D for more details on baselines, datasets, performance metrics, and hyperparameter settings,231

respectively.232
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Table 1: Comparison of various approaches with the proposed BCD4Rec on online evaluation metrics
BR, CTR and Coverage (C@3). BCD4Rec significantly improves upon the behavior policy, and has
performance closest to the best achievable online policy. (Though higher coverage indicates higher
diversity in recommendations and less bias, it does not necessarily imply better performance; an
exploration policy will have very poor CTR/BR while having very high coverage.) Note: numbers
are reported as average over 3 runs.

Diginetica (DN) RecSim-1 RecSim-2 RecSim-3
Method BR C@3 CTR C@3 CTR C@3 CTR C@3
Most pop 2.0 24.3 39.5 30.0 41.5 30.0 40.3 30.0
SKNN 2.0 5.3 58.1 79.0 60.2 73.5 76.1 66.0
STAN 2.0 6.1 61.3 79.5 66.7 75.0 77.9 67.0
GRU 4.2 ± 0.6 11.8 ± 0.9 63.5 ± 1.7 75.0 ± 1.8 69.5 ± 1.1 77.3 ± 2.4 74.1 ± 0.9 68.5 ± 2.3
SRGNN 3.1 ± 0.9 11.1 ± 0.2 63.1 ± 1.3 75.5 ± 4.4 67.8 ± 2.0 77.2 ± 2.3 77.7 ± 2.0 75.0 ± 2.8
DQN 4.8 ± 0.4 7.8 ± 0.5 50.7 ± 4.0 66.2 ± 2.3 52.1 ± 3.1 65.8 ± 9.5 54.0 ± 2.7 77.5 ± 3.3
BCQ 13.3 ± 1.1 10.7 ± 0.5 65.9 ± 1.5 74.5 ± 3.6 72.3 ±2.3 71.5 ± 0.4 76.3 ± 1.1 74.9 ± 2.0
QRDQN 14.9 ± 1.3 16.7 ± 1.2 62.9 ± 1.8 74.3 ± 4.3 63.9 ± 1.5 73.2 ± 3.6 78.2 ± 1.3 68.7 ± 2.8
QRBCQ 15.3 ± 2.3 14.9 ± 0.6 70.8 ± 0.9 74.5 ± 4.4 74.7 ± 0.6 73.8 ± 6.8 81.4 ± 1.9 74.8 ± 2.0
IQN 23.5 ± 2.0 12.4 ± 1.4 73.5 ± 0.7 79.5 ± 4.0 75.9 ± 2.5 79.8 ± 2.8 81.5 ± 2.1 78.3 ± 2.8
BCD4Rec 24.1 ± 1.7 14.2 ± 0.3 76.4 ± 0.8 79.7 ± 0.8 79.3 ± 1.2 77.8 ± 4.3 83.2 ± 1.7 82.1 ± 1.8
Behavior 4.1 23.0 63.1 97.0 68.3 90.0 79.9 84.0
Online 26.6 21.1 85.9 100.0 85.9 100.0 85.9 100.0
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Figure 1: (a) Using category of the first item in a session (episode) as the target, we evaluate the
percentage accuracy of recommending the items from the same category throughout the session.
BCD4Rec almost perfectly learns to recommend items from the (latent) category of interest, indicating
better handling of overestimation bias. (We depict the most popular 200 categories out of 825 for
clarity.) (b),(c) Popularity Bias: BCD4Rec learns to recommend a diverse set of items and has item
recommendation distribution close to that of the online policy. DQN, BCQ and QRDQN show very
high popularity bias, and in turn, poor diversity in recommended items for DN where the action space
is large. (For DN, we depict the most popular 850 items out of ≈6.7k for clarity.)

4.1 Results and Observations233

1. From Table 1, we observe that across all tasks, DQN and all non-RL baselines (heuristics and234

supervised learning methods) struggle to improve upon the behavior policy. This observation is235

inline with the results from other domains where DQN is shown to suffer in the “truly” off-policy236

batch-constrained learning setting [10, 9], and even the heuristics or supervised methods can mimic237

the behavior policy at best. Importantly, BCD4Rec significantly improves upon the behavior policy in238

all cases, substantially bridging the gap between behavior policy and online (best possible) results.239

By estimating the return distribution rather than the expected return, the distributional RL methods240

(QRDQN and IQN) improve upon DQN even without BC. (Refer Appendix E for more insights and241

results on ability of various approaches to learn the return distribution). This shows the efficacy of242

distributional RL methods in the previously unexplored batch learning for SR settings in the literature.243

2. We observe that BC improves the performance of all RL methods including DQN, QRDQN244

and IQN. The gains from batch-constraining are maximum for BCQ vs DQN, while least for245

the distributional RL method BCD4Rec vs IQN, indicating that BC is critical when using non-246

distributional RL methods. Overall, our results indicate that it is possible to improve upon the247

behavior policy without having further access to the costly interactions in the real environment even248

for the challenging large state and action space settings of SR.249
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Figure 2: (a),(b) Pre-training of item embeddings leads to significant gains in BR and CTR. Gains
are higher for DN where the action space is larger. (c),(d) Scatter plots depicting correlation between
online (BR / CTR) and offline (R@3 / Q̄) evaluation metrics for hyperparameter selection. We found
average Q-value estimate Q̄ to be a more reliable metric than the commonly used Recall (R@3).

3. Apart from the evaluation metrics, we study the following property of the learned agents as a proxy250

to evaluate overestimation bias: Each item in DN dataset has a category associated with it (total 825251

categories). In each session, the user interacts with items from only one category. Given one or more252

positive interactions in a session, a good RA should learn to discard items from irrelevant categories253

by assigning low value estimates to them. This is a challenging enough problem as the action space254

is large (≈6.7k items), and erroneously high value estimates even for one irrelevant item from a255

different category can lead to significant overestimation bias, due to subsequent build-up of error256

in the absence of further corrections feasible only via further exploration in online setting. Figure257

1(a) demonstrates that DQN, QRDQN and IQN agents are more prone to recommending items from258

non-relevant categories, and are, in turn overestimating the values for irrelevant actions (items from259

wrong categories). In contrast, their counterparts using constrained action spaces (BC) during training260

can additionally rely onM during training to guide the agents to learn correct value estimates for the261

relevant actions by enforcing constraints on the action space, in turn tackling overestimation bias.262

4. From Figs. 1 (b) and (c), we observe that distributional RL-based agents not only improve the BR263

and CTR (i.e. make relevant recommendations), but also reduce the skewness (popularity bias) in the264

distribution of recommended items, and thus depicting more diversity in the recommended items.265

DQN, BCQ and QRDQN depict high popularity bias in RecSim as well as DN. In DN, where action266

space is large, DQN, BCQ and QRDQN have significantly higher bias (more skew) than even the267

behavior policy. Distributional RL methods BCD4Rec, IQN and QRBCQ have low popularity bias268

which is close to that of the online (best achievable) agent.269

5. Pre-training item embeddings using SRGNN on the positive interaction data from offline logs270

improves the performance of all the agents. The gains are higher in DN where the action space271

is larger (≈6.7k) compared to RecSim (200) suggesting the importance of pre-training the item272

embeddings when dealing with large action spaces, as shown in Figs. 2 (a) and (b).273

6. Hyper-parameter selection in offline manner is an unsolved problem in batch RL literature [31].274

We find the commonly used Recall metric [2] is not reliable for hyperparameter selection. On the275

other hand, the average Q-value on a hold-out validation set (Q̄) from B correlates better with the276

online performance metrics (refer Appendix C for detailed explanation of metrics). For varying277

hyperparameter values (for BC threshold β, number of cosines n and number of quantiles K), we278

compare the performance of BCD4Rec in terms of both offline and online performance metrics, and279

observe that Q̄ is strongly correlated with online evaluation metrics CTR and BR in comparison to280

R@3, as shown in Figs. 2 (c) and (d). We have similar observations for BCQ and QRBCQ agents281

(refer Appendix D).282

5 Conclusion and Future Work283

In this paper, we have studied the problem of batch reinforcement learning (RL) for session-based284

recommender systems (SR). Building upon the recent advances in distributional RL and batch RL,285

we have proposed a robust approach for batch-constrained distributional RL for SR that does not286

require exploration. We have demonstrated the efficacy of the proposed approach on a publicly287

available simulation environment and a real-world dataset. Our results suggest that: i. distributional288

RL and batch-constraining show significant improvements over vanilla Q-learning in the SR setting,289
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ii. distributional RL is critical to overcome the popularity bias in the offline logs, iii. pre-training of290

item embeddings significantly improves the performance in batch RL setting when the action space is291

large (of the order of 1000s), iv. the commonly used Recall metric is not reliable for hyperparameter292

selection and the average Q-value on a hold-out validation set from the offline logs correlates better293

with the online performance metrics. In future, it will be interesting to i. explore model-based batch294

RL approaches for SR using recent advances, e.g. [2, 5], ii. evaluate on even larger action spaces, iii.295

explore ideas at the intersection of causal RL and batch RL [3], and evaluate the efficacy of other296

recent advances in batch RL, e.g. [22, 39, 20].297
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Table 2: Variants of DRL Agents used

Methods Batch-Constrained Distributional
DQN 5 5
QRDQN 5 X
IQN 5 X
BCQ X 5
QRBCQ X X
BCD4Rec X X

A Details of Deep RL agents used420

We elaborate on the features contrasting all the RL agents (RAs) as summarized in Table 2.421

A.1 Deep Q-Networks (DQN)422

Deep Q-network (DQN) [29], parameterized by θ is used as a function approximator to estimate423

the action-value function, i.e., Q(s, a) ≈ Qθ(s, a), while encoding states and actions in terms of424

real-valued embedding vectors. We use double DQN [37] (hereafter, DQN refers to the double425

DQN variant), which uses two networks Qθ and Qθ′ to mitigate the overestimation bias of DQN426

by iteratively minimizing the following loss LDQN (θ) estimated over mini-batches of transitions427

(s, a, r, s′) sampled from batch data B [25]:428

LDQN (θ) = Es,a,r,s′ [Lκ(r + γmax
a′

Qθ′(s′, a′)−Qθ(s, a))], (2)

where Lκ is the Huber loss [15]: Lκ(δ) = 0.5δ2 if δ ≤ κ, and κ(|δ| − 0.5κ) otherwise; Qθ′ is the429

target network with parameters θ′ fixed over multiple training steps or update iterations for θ, and θ′430

is updated to θ after a set number of training steps.431

A.2 Distributional RL with Quantile Regression DQN (QRDQN)432

In QRDQN [8], a set of K τ -quantiles of the value distribution, {τi}K = { i+0.5
K }K−1i=0 is estimated.433

Instead of estimating just the (expected) value for an action, a K-dimensional vector representing the434

K τ -quantiles is produced. So, the overall output of QR-DQN is of size |A| ×K instead of |A|. The435

loss is computed over all pairs of quantiles as follows:436

LQRDQN (θ) =
1

K2
Es,a,r,s′

[∑
τ

∑
τ ′

lτ

(
r + γmax

a′
Qτ

′

θ′(s′, a′)−Qτθ(s, a)
)]

, (3)

where lτ is the quantile Huber loss lτ (δ) = |τ − I(δ < 0)|Lκ(δ). An estimate of the value can be437

recovered through the mean over the quantiles, and the policy π is defined by greedy selection over438

this value: π(s) = arg maxa
1
K

∑
τ Q

τ
θ(s, a).439

The batch-constrained variants of DQN and QRDQN, i.e. BCQ and QRBCQ are also trained using440

losses LDQN and LQRDQN respectively, but with the additional action constraining criteria for a′:441

a′ = arg max
a′|pM(a′|s′)>β

1

K

∑
τ

Qτθ(s′, a′), (4)

which is same as that used for BCD4Rec (refer Equation 1).442

A.3 BCD4Rec443

Here we provide additional details for training BCD4Rec in Algorithm 1, and a schematic of444

BCD4Rec contrasting it with vanilla DQN in Fig. 3. IQN without batch constraining is equivalent to445

BCD4Rec with β = 0.446
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Figure 3: Handling of a tuple (s, a, r, s′) in the proposed approach (BCD4Rec) in contrast to a
traditional DQN. The IQN module in BCD4Rec estimates K quantiles of the value distribution
while vanilla DQN only estimates the expected (mean) value. Furthermore, the state-conditioned
modelM restricts the action space for the BCD4Rec agent. While italic s and a denote the state and
action, bold s and a denote the state and action embeddings, respectively. In the example considered,
we assume the action a to consist of item i5 that is clicked by the user, leading to updated state
s′ = (i1, i2, i3, i4, i5).

Algorithm 1 BCD4Rec
1: Input: Batch B, number of iterations T , targetUpdateRate, mini-batch size N , I.
2: Initialize the Q-network Qτθ (initialize the item embeddings using pre-trained embeddings),

conditional modelM and target network Qτ
′

θ′ with θ′ ← θ.
3: for t = 1, 2, . . . T do
4: Sample mini-batch M of N transitions (s, a, r, s′) from B.
5: a′ = arg maxa′|pM(a′|s′)>β

1
K

∑
τ Q

τ
θ(s′, a′)

6: θ ← arg minθ LBCD(θ)
7: ω ← arg minω −

∑
(s,a)∈M log pM(a|s;ω)

8: If t mod targetUpdateRate = 0 : θ′ ← θ
9: end for

B RecSim Simulation Environment447

We consider the Interest Evolution environment of RecSim3 [16], where the goal is to evaluate RL448

algorithms to keep a user engaged for as long as possible (we consider the maximum episode length449

as 20) by showing relevant items that the user would be interested in. This environment consists of450

three main modules: i. user model, ii. item model, and iii. user choice model, as summarized in451

Algorithm 2. This environment has two user response types: click and skip. A user u is presented452

with a slate sl consisting of k items and a special skip item such that the effective slate size is k + 1.453

The interest or the relevance score I(u, i) of an item i for the user u is defined as per line 10 of the454

algorithm, while su corresponds to a score for the skip item (in this work, we use the relevance score455

for the second-most relevant item for a user as the relevance score for the skip item). The relevance456

scores for the recommended items are used to get the probability of clicking an item from a given457

slate. For each item i ∈ sl, this probability is computed as per line 11, and the action by the user is458

drawn as per this probability distribution. If u clicks on i, the relevance score or the interest for the459

corresponding category is updated as per lines 13− 16. Lines 15− 16 ensure that u′s interests are460

reinforced as the episode progresses, i.e. if u clicks and consumes an item from a category where she461

had high interest to begin with, the interest in that category is likely to go up. We consider the default462

settings of this environment with C = 20 and y as 0.3.463

We consider a random (exploration) policy as one of the behavior policy which is referred to as464

RecSim-1, and results in batch data with lowest CTR. We train an IQN agent (variant of BCD4Rec465

with β = 0) from scratch with ε-greedy exploration (where ε degrades linearly as used in [29]) in466

3https://github.com/google-research/recsim
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Algorithm 2 RecSim: Interest Evolution Environment
1: Input: no. of categories, C
2: User model:
3: Interest vector of user u, u = [I1, I2, ..., IC ], where Ic ∼ U([−1, 1]) and Ic is user’s interest in

category c
4: Item model:
5: One-hot category vector of item i, i ∈ {0, 1}C
6: User choice model:
7: Given a slate (sl) of size, k + 1 (i.e. list of k recommended items by agent and one skip item),
8: Position of item i in slate pos(i) ∈ {0, 1, ..., k}
9: User u’s interest for item i,

10: I(u, i) =

{
uT i, if pos(i) ∈ {0, 1, ..., k − 1}
su, if pos(i) = k

11: p(u, i) = I(u,i)∑
j∈sl I(u,j)

12: User interest updation:
13: Ic: user u’s interest in category c whose item is consumed
14: ∆(Ic) = (−y|Ic|+ y).(1− Ic) , y ∈ [0, 1]
15: Ic ← Ic + ∆(Ic) with probability [I(u, i) + 1]/2
16: Ic ← Ic −∆(Ic) with probability [1− I(u, i)]/2

Table 3: Details of the datasets used. Here: s:skip, c: click, b: buy.

Statistics Diginetica RecSim
#train sessions 4843 2000
#train tuples 70k 30k
#test sessions 1436 200
#items 6666 200
Response Types {s,c,b} {s,c}
Target Response b c

online manner. We train this for 1k episodes and select behavior policies at different timesteps of467

training, referred as RecSim-2 and RecSim-3, respectively. We keep the user interest vector u latent468

(except for optimal policy) while training RL agents (online/offline) and non-RL baselines to mimic469

the SR scenario. For online policy, we consider u to be fully observable to an agent.470

The behavior policies are then used to generate logs as batch data for evaluating various approaches471

in batch RL setting. During training, the default rewards of skip:0 and click:4 are used. The agents472

trained using the batch data are compared on 200 previously unseen new users.473

C Evaluation Metrics474

While all RAs are trained in offline fashion using batch data, we evaluate them under two scenarios: i.475

online, and ii. offline, as is common in literature [2, 5].476

Metrics for online testing: Depending upon the target response type that needs to be maximized by477

the RA, we compute the CTR (click through rate) or the BR (buy rate) as the percentage of responses478

corresponding to the target response type (i.e. buy for DN, click for RecSim) across all episodes or479

sessions. C@X (Coverage@X) denotes the percentage of items from I that are recommended at480

least once across test episodes by the agent within top-X items at any recommendation step.481

Metrics for Offline Evaluation: i) R@X (Recall@X): Given the initial interactions from a test482

session, the task is to re-rank the future interacted ground truth items from the session. We compute483

the standard R@X metric as the percentage of times the eventually clicked or bought items appear in484

the top-X items in the re-ranked list [2]. ii) Q̄: Average over the q-values of the evaluation policy485

for the given state distribution Es∼B[Qθ(s, a)], i.e. the average Q across all states for the action a486

chosen as per the RA policy (this is similar in spirit to the V0 metric introduced recently in [31]).487
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Table 4: Hyperparameters considered and the best hyperparameters obtained using Q̄.

Hyper-parameter (Algorithm) Range Tried Selected-DN Selected-RecSim
Quantiles K (DQN/BCQ) 1 1 1
Quantiles K (QRDQN/QRBCQ) 5, 7, 10 5 5
Quantiles K (IQN/BCD4Rec) 5, 7, 10 5 10
Cosines Number n (IQN/BCD4Rec) 32, 64, 128 64 128
BC Threshold β (BCD4Rec/QRBCQ/BCQ) 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 0.3 0.5
Learning Rate (All) 0.0003, 0.001, 0.003 0.003 0.003
HiddenSize d (All) 100 100 100
Bi-GRU Layers (All) 2, 3 2 2
Bi-GRU Hidden Units (All) d/2×K d/2×K d/2×K
Discounted Factor γ (All) 0.9 0.9 0.9
Optimizer ADAM ADAM ADAM
Recent positive interactions L 10 10 10
Mini-Batch Size 64 64 64

Table 5: Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) between online and offline evaluation metrics for
various recommender agents. PCC is computed over the original values for the metrics (value-based),
and by ranking the values and computing correlation over the ranks (rank-based). We observe that Q̄
has higher rank-based as well as value-based correlation with online metrics.

Diginetica RecSim-2
Value-based Rank-based Value-based Rank-based

Algorithm R@3 Q̄ R@3 Q̄ R@3 Q̄ R@3 Q̄
BCQ 0.784 0.786 0.975 0.900 0.705 0.633 0.700 0.600
QRDQN 0.564 0.941 0.627 0.958 0.316 0.653 0.174 0.768
BCD4Rec 0.172 0.943 0.227 0.961 0.531 0.896 0.204 0.898

D Pre-processing and Hyperparameters Selection488

We pre-process the batch data to obtain incremental sessions, as used in [40, 26]. Each incremental489

session results in a tuple of (s, a, r, s′). The final data related statistics are available in Table 3. We490

use 20% of the train set as hold-out validation set for tuning the hyperparameters in completely offline491

manner. Selecting the best hyperparameters using only offline logs and metrics while optimizing for492

the online evaluation metrics is a non-trivial task. This demands for the reliable offline evaluation493

metrics, preferably to be highly correlated with the online ones. We consider R@3 and Q̄ as offline494

evaluation metrics (described in Section C). We find Q̄ to be a better metric in comparison to R@3.495

The performance of Q̄ is inline with the performance of online metrics as it is highly correlated496

with the online metrics, as shown in Table 5. We also compare performance of BCQ and QRBCQ497

in terms of online and offline evaluation metrics while considering varying hyperparameters set,498

as shown in Fig 4. Results indicate the reliability in considering Q̄ over R@3 for selecting best499

hyperparameters set. The finally selected best hyperparameters are summarized in Table 4. Further,500

the test environment for Diginetica (DN) is a bi-directional GRU of the same size as Q-Networks,501

and is trained to classify the response type for the item recommended by the agent given the items502

interacted so far.503
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Figure 4: Comparison of online evaluation metrics (BR/CTR) with offline evaluation metrics
(R@3/Q̄) for varying values of β and K. The higher correlation between online metric BR/CTR
and the offline metric Q̄ indicates higher reliability of Q̄ over R@3 for hyperparameters selection in
batch RL settings. Same is observed for BCD4Rec (refer Section 4.1).
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Table 6: Comparison of the learned value distributions of various recommender agents against the
corresponding value distribution from online policy in terms of Wasserstein distance metric for
different user types for RecSim-2.

Users DQN BCQ QRDQN QRBCQ IQN BCD4Rec
User1 0.055 0.039 0.051 0.047 0.039 0.031
User2 0.053 0.043 0.047 0.044 0.047 0.034
User3 0.056 0.052 0.040 0.016 0.036 0.010
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Figure 5: The learned value distributions Zπ(s0, a0) for various agents given same initial state-action
pair (s0, a0) for RecSim-2 agents. Initial (s0, a0) are randomly chosen, and returns are evaluated
across randomly sampled 50 users from three different user types with discounted rewards over 20
steps with γ = 0.9.

E Comparison of learned value distributions of offline RL agents w.r.t.504

Online Policy505

We observe the learned value (return) distributions of various RAs. These RAs are trained using the506

logs generated by RecSim-2 behavior policy. For this, we group the users having maximum interest in507

three randomly chosen categories asUser1, User2 andUser3, respectively. The returns are evaluated508

across randomly selected 50 users from each of the three user types with discounted rewards over 20509

steps with γ = 0.9, given the same initial (s0, a0) pair. We compare these learned value distributions510

against the corresponding value distribution from the online policy using Wasserstein distance [7].511

The Wasserstein distance related numbers are shown in Table 6 whereas the respective learned value512

distributions are shown in Fig. 5. These results depict that the value distribution obtained using513

BCD4Rec agent is closer to the corresponding value distribution from the online agent in comparison514

to the value distributions obtained from other RAs.515
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